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ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks play an important role in Internet of Things systems and services but
are prone and vulnerable to poor communication channel quality and network attacks. In this paper we are
motivated to propose resilient routing algorithms for wireless sensor networks. The main idea is to exploit
the link reliability along with other traditional routing metrics for routing algorithm design. We proposed
firstly a novel deep-learning based link prediction model, which jointly exploits Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel
andDual Convolutional Neural Network (WL-DCNN) for lightweight subgraph extraction and labelling. It is
leveraged to enhance self-learning ability of mining topological features with strong generality. Experimental
results demonstrate that WL-DCNN outperforms all the studied 9 baseline schemes over 6 open complex
networks datasets. The performance of AUC (Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve) is
improved by 16% on average. Furthermore, we apply theWL-DCNNmodel in the design of resilient routing
for wireless sensor networks, which can adaptively capture topological features to determine the reliability
of target links, especially under the situations of routing table suffering from attack with varying degrees
of damage to local link community. It is observed that, compared with other classical routing baselines, the
proposed routing algorithm with link reliability prediction module can effectively improve the resilience of
sensor networks while reserving high-energy-efficiency.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, link prediction, routing, wireless sensor networks, reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are formed by sensor
nodes equipped with wireless communication devices. They
are autonomous and are distributed in space, and they play a
critical role in the Internet of Things (IoT) systems, enabling
real-time monitor and surveillance of physical environment,
providing huge data for analytics, and building intelligent
models to control the IoT systems. However, the wireless
sensor nodes and the networks are usually characterized by
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very limited storage, energy, and computing resources [1].
Therefore, reducing energy cost, enhancing invulnerability
and prolonging networks life are the core goals of designing
effective routing mechanism for sensor networks. Classi-
cal flat routing algorithms designed for mobile ad-hoc net-
works include Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing
(AODV) [2], Destination Sequence Distance Vector Rout-
ing (DSDV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [3], but
they perform relatively poor under wireless sensor net-
works where communications links could be unavailable due
to sleeping mechanisms. Routing schemes such as Flood-
ing [4] and Threshold-sensitive Energy Efficient sensor
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Network (TEEN) [5] have been proposed for wireless sensor
networks, which are mainly designed to address the chal-
lenges of network scalability and energy efficiency.

With increasing popularity of huge data and business val-
ues of IoT applications and services, there are wide concerns
on the malicious attacks to the wireless sensor networks. Due
to the limited computation and communication capabilities
of the wireless sensor nodes, the sensor nodes and the whole
sensor network are vulnerable to the attacks, which can bring
huge risks and damages to the IoT systems and services.
For example, malicious nodes can pretend to be normal sen-
sor nodes, dropping important messages that should be for-
warded to the sink, or sendingmalicious messages. Due to the
potential attacks, the resilience of wireless sensor networks
and services can be significantly affected.

Wide research works including intrusion detection systems
have been reported to tackle the network attacks, in which
the computational load of the operation is transferred to the
base station. However, such approach can be problematic
with increasing network scale and dynamic communication
links. Resilient routing mechanisms were proposed to tackle
the problem of routing construction after attacks. Fan et al. [6]
developed a local strategy to handle the problem of temporary
rerouting in response to the faults of random topologies.
In [7], autonomous underwater vehicles were adopted to
transfer the packets towards the base station for the resilient
routing needed by underwater wireless sensor networks.
In the scenario of software defined networks, [8] designed
a dynamic attack-resilient routing approach via optimizing
multi-path routing to defend against the attack, and [9] pro-
posed a fuzzy genetic framework which can provide multiple
routes between two nodes when random faults happen in the
network.

In this paper we propose a link reliability embedded algo-
rithm for resilient routing in wireless sensor networks to
improve the resilience and survivability of the networks. Here
link reliability could be an integrated indicator of dynamic
wireless communication channel quality, sleeping status of
wireless sensor nodes and safety of the links due to poten-
tial external network attacks. In addition to the widely used
routing metrics such as hops, link capacity and delay, link
reliability can be used to solve the challenges posed by the
dynamic network topology and network attacks. Link relia-
bility in our paper is defined as the score of the links, which
measures the possibility of the existence of a link calculated
by the corresponding model and the network survivability,
which is computed as function of transmission delay, state
of residual energy or node failures state. Some papers have
studied energy-efficient and reliable routing for various sen-
sor networks. K. Haseeb et al. [10] presented a framework
which utilize the end-to-end secure and multi-hop routing
paths based on blockchain architecture to ensure the safe and
efficient data delivery in sensor networks. Al-Qarniet al. [11]
used a modified LEACH protocol specially designed for
MANET to handle the problem of transmitting multimedia
big data that can easily cause node failures because of the

limited node energy in wireless networks. Neighbour dis-
covery is also an important part in reliable routing construc-
tion. Nur et al. [12] developed a collaborative neighbour
discovery (COND)mechanism for directional wireless sensor
networks with high performance. Ahmed et al. [13] designed
a QoS aware Routing Protocol originated from AODV which
integrated a trust threshold and QoS parameters (transmis-
sion rate, link capacity and loss ratio) to construct reliable
routing for the purpose of reducing the impact of the nodes
with misbehaviour. Energy-efficient and QoS based routing
mechanisms can be seen as resilient routing methods which
can help improve the lifecycle of the wireless networks and
reduce the energy consumption, thus enhance reliable data
transmission in the networks [14]–[19].

To provide practical and effective link reliability perfor-
mance for reliable and resilient routing, we propose to exploit
link reliability prediction to cope with the dynamic change in
networks.

According to the above methods, link reliability prediction
plays an important role for the routing algorithm design.
However, it is worth noting that although link prediction has
beenwidely used formany applications such as recommenda-
tion system [20], knowledge graph completion [21], chemical
molecular structure analysis [22], [23], and complex net-
works topology analysis [24]. There is very little work on the
use of link prediction for wireless sensor networks in resilient
routing construction. Link prediction can be utilized to extract
missing information, identify false interactive connections,
and evaluate the evolution mechanism of complex networks,
which is a very useful tool for graph-structure based data min-
ing. The structures of existing networks being studied with
link prediction consist of weighted, heterogeneous, static,
and dynamic networks [25], [26]. At present, there are four
main methods for different link prediction tasks, which are
based on local topology information of network, random
walk, machine learning, and likelihood analysis. Due to the
heterogeneity and dynamics of wireless sensor networks,
these existing link-prediction algorithms are effective for our
link-reliability-based routing [27].

In this paper we exploit the deep-learning-based link reli-
ability prediction, which is a hot research topic used for
data mining in complex networks. Graph Convolution Net-
work (GCN) was proposed to creatively builds Laplacian
spectrum convolution structure of complex networks [28],
which is mainly used for semi-supervised node classification
and link prediction in various networks. However, the depth
of the model is limited because excessive layers will cause
the graph Laplacian spectrum to be over smoothen [29]. Due
to the irregular spatial graph structure and large network
scale, traditional machine learning algorithms perform poor
on graph-structure data [30]. Therefore, graph-kernel based
solution has been adopted to extract and map subgraphs
to Euclidean space to reduce data dimension [31]. Another
technique called Graph Embedding has been adopted to
keep the topological properties by learning graph repre-
sentation. However, such dimensionality-reduction strategy
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cannot guarantee the integrity of the original informa-
tion [32]. Duvenaud et al. [23], extended the application of
convolutional neural network to graph structure data, which
is constructed to extract node features and perform the task of
learning molecular fingerprints. Zhang et al. [33] proposed
a Palette-Hash Weisfeiler-Lehman [34] graph-kernel based
neural machine method (WLNM) to build a link prediction
model by training a full connection neural network via using
the target link sets in original graph. In this paper we will
apply theWLNM to the link reliability prediction task, which
has not been investigated in the literature. And based on
the strong deep-learning-model based link reliability pre-
diction approach, we design, implement and evaluate the
link-reliability based routing algorithm for wireless sensor
networks.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• Motivated by the problems mentioned above, we pro-
pose a deep-learning based link prediction model
WL-DCNN, which combines Weisfeiler-Lehman sub-
graph labeling with 2-branch convolutional neural net-
works for the link reliability prediction of undirected
graphs. In addition, extra consideration of the imbalance
of training samples was taken to improve the way of
forming the training set and modify the loss function.
Extensive experiments on 6 public datasets show that
our method can mine the topology features of complex
networks efficiently with prediction results improved by
up to 40% over baseline methods.

• Based on WL-DCNN, we propose a resilient routing
algorithm (RRM-WLDCNN), which can effectively and
accurately predict the reliability of vulnerable wireless
links in sensor networks in order to ensure the integral-
ity of transmitted data and shorten the length of trans-
mission path selectively. It also contributes to reduce
communication delay and energy consumption of nodes,
thus enhance routing robustness and prolonging network
lifetime.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II illustrates the detailed WL-DCNN link prediction
model and the routingmechanism based on the proposed deep
learning model. Extensive experimental results and analysis
are shown in Section III. Future challenges for our work and
conclusion are presented in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY
In this paper we consider a general wireless sensor network
with a few super sensor nodes, which have sufficient comput-
ing power and energy for running deep learning models and
taking network control roles. These super sensors nodes will
be responsible for link reliability collection for the normal
sensor nodes, prediction of link reliability and distribution of
the predicted link reliability to the normal sensor nodes. The
normal sensor nodes will then utilize the received link relia-
bility in computing routes to the sinks in a distributed way.
It is noted that although the collecting and distributing the

link reliability messages will generate control overhead, such
overhead will not have a much adverse impact on network
performance as the network topology is not going to change
fast. And the overhead can be easily controlled by changing
the frequency of updating the link reliability.

In this section, we will present the overall design method-
ology. We will firstly present the system framework of
WL-DCNN. After that the approaches of extracting sub-
graphs and constructing samples are introduced. Then the
deep learningmodel for link reliability prediction is designed.
Finally, we show how to design a resilient routing algo-
rithm for wireless sensor networks using both traditional path
length and link reliability routing metrics.

A. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK OF WL-DCNN
The baseline algorithms for link prediction, which mainly
depend on neighbor information or random walk, can be
regarded as heuristic schemes. Most of them make use of
the multi-level neighbor information from vertices. However,
they cannot be consistently extended to general complex
networks [22], [27]. In order to make algorithms of link
prediction more general, supervised deep learning model is
introduced into WL-DCNN for link prediction. Link pre-
diction task can be treated as a supervised binary classifi-
cation on regression problem. Deep learning model has the
preponderance in adaptively mining topology characteristics
of complex network. However, the link characteristics of
complex networks shows that the number of existing edges is
far less than that of non-existing ones. Hence, in the training
process, current models should be biased towards negative
samples due to the problem of imbalanced sample space. Our
proposed model improves the solution to the above problems
from two aspects, one is to expand the sample space, and
the other is to modify the loss function. The framework of
proposed WL-DCNN is shown in Fig. 1. The nodes marked
in yellow establish the target links. The upper branch in
framework represents the sampling and training process for
positive samples, and the lower branch refers to the same
operations to the negative samples.

B. GRAPHS AND NOTATIONS
Given a graph G(V ,E), V represents the set of all nodes
{v1, v2, . . . , vn} of the graph and E denotes a collection of
all links in the network. Sxy is used to measure the possi-
bility of the connection between each node pairs in the link
prediction algorithm. ET indicates the training set divided
by the algorithm and EP is the validation set. U stands for
the set of all edges between any node pairs, called universe
set. Define 0(x) as the set of all neighbors of node x, and
k (x) = |0(x)| denotes the degree of node x. In addition, the
adjacency matrix A records the full connection details of all
nodes. IfAij = 1, there exists a link between node i and node j,
otherwise Aij = 0. The link reliability prediction problem is
defined as follows: given an edge e(u, v) ∈ E , find a map
function f : e(u, v)→ suv ∈ R to measure the possibility of
the existence of e(u, v).
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FIGURE 1. WL-DCNN framework. Based on Weisfeiler-Lehman [33] subgraph labeling on the original graph, WL-DCNN creatively constructs main
and auxiliary input of DCNN according to the sampled target link, mines the spatial topological characteristics of link community, and finally
outputs Sxy for each link, where Sxy is the possibility of existence of the target link set.

C. WEISFEILER-LEHMAN SUBGRAPH LABELING
Preliminary (Weisfeiler-Lehman Neural Machine (WLNM)):
Given a graph G(V ,E), WLNM [33] first extracts the sub-
graph in the graph with the given target link (x, y) as the
center to form a subgraph G(VK ), and the number of ver-
tices to be extracted is limited to integer K . Specifically, the
k-order (k starts from 1) neighbors of target link are added
into G(VK ) until the number of subgraph nodes reaches K .
If all the neighbors of the target link are taken whereas the
number of subgraph vertices is still less thanK ,WLNMneeds
augment K−|VK | dummy nodes which are isolated from any
other vertex. Otherwise, WLNMwill simply discarding extra
nodes if the number of neighbors of the target link is greater
than K . Then we can unify the number of nodes in subgraph
generated by each link so as to make use of machine learning
model. After finishing the extraction process, G(VK ) needs
to be encoded, which is called labeling. Labeling is a map
function f : VK

→ CK , where VK
= {v1, v2, v3 . . . , vk}

is the set of graph vertices, and CK consists of a set of K
unique integers starting from 1. Before running the subgraph
labeling algorithm, it is necessary to allocate a precoding
for the subgraph. Algorithm 1 illustrates the core process
of extracting subgraphs and calculating precoding for each
vertex. After allocating the precoding for each node, WLNM
uses a hash function as shown in (1), namely the Palette
Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel, to label each node after
sorting the hash values of each node in an ascending order.
Finally, the adjacency matrix is constructed and flattened into
a vector, which will be fed into a fully-connected neural net-
work (performing the classification task for link prediction).

h (x) = c (x)+

∑
z∈0(x) log(P(c(z))⌈∑
z′∈VK log(P(c(z

′))
⌉ (1)

Algorithm 1 Subgraph Extraction and Precoding
Input: G(V ,E), target link (x, y), integer K
Output: subgraph G(VK ) with precoding K vertices and
extracting the order list T (VK )
1. while |G(VK )| < K do
2. Add nodes in 0(x) and 0(y) into G(VK ), record the order

as T (VK ) when adding the vertex
3. end while
4. Calculate the shortest distance to the target link of all

vertices, using
5. d (v) =

√
d(v, x)d(v, y) ∀v ∈ VK/{x,y}, noting that

d (x) = d (y) = 1
6. Update vertices labels in G(VK ) using the node index of

sorting d (v) in ascending order, respectively

In the above formula, d·e gets the minimum integer greater
than the input, c (·) is the current label of vertex, P denotes
a set composed by all prime numbers sorted in ascending
order, and P(n) takes the nth prime number from the prime
set P. We apply (1) to the subgraph G(VK ), and calculate the
hash value h (x) for each node, then the final label of each
vertex is determined by the indexes after sorting all h (x) in
an ascending order.

We refer to the improved Palette Weisfeiler-Lehman with
low time complexity to label the subgraph, which can reduce
memory consumption and achieve faster convergence. The
subgraph extraction process is inherited in our method. In lit-
erature [33], nodes with the same topology will get the iden-
tical hash value. Accordingly, different nodes get the same
encoding label. In this paper, the extraction order list T (VK )
of subgraph nodes is introduced to eliminate this situation
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after Algorithm 1 achieves convergence, i.e., in the final
iteration of calculating h (x). The modified subgraph labeling
function is shown as (2).

hi+1 (x) = T (x)

{
ci (x)+

∑
z∈0(x) log(P(c

i(z))⌈∑
z′∈VK log(P(c

i(z′))
⌉ ·} (2)

In (2), i denotes the epoch at which the Palette-WL stops.
Because of the order-preserving characteristic of Palette WL
labeling algorithm [33], hi (x) and hi (y) can naturally keep
order preserving. Now we need to prove that hi+1 (x) and
hi+1 (y) are also order preserving. Because T (x) is con-
structed by the extraction order which strictly follows the rule
that closer node neighbors will be sampled earlier. In fact,
hi (x) also acts as a metric to evaluate the relative distance
of node x to the target central node pair. hi (x) < hi (y)
means node x is closer to the link, then T(x) must be smaller
than T(y) because of the extraction order. Hence, we can get
hi+1 (x) = T (x) · hi (x) < T (y) · hi (y) = hi+1 (y).

In addition, the main improvements of our proposed
WL-DCNN model compared with the WLNM method are
summarized as follows:

1. The classifier adopted by WLNM is a fully-connected
neural network, thus limiting the subgraph scale.
Specifically, the number of trainable parameters
will increase exponentially. Hence, in Section II-D,
we illustrate our proposed DCNN model, whose
parameters are less than the fully-connected neural
networks even if our model has two branches.

2. WLNM flattens the subgraph adjacency matrix into a
one-dimensional vector by concatenating each row of
the matrix, which could lead to the problem of infor-
mation loss. Besides, adjacency matrix is too sparse,
which may result that the neural network stop train-
ing too early. Hence, we proposed 2 methods to con-
struct the similarity matrix and Laplacian spectrum
(Section II-D) respectively as the inputs to feed more
information that can be learned by the DCNN deep
learning model.

3. Because of the sparsity of complex network links, tra-
ditional classifier will be biased towards overfitting the
negative samples. This problem is not considered by
WLNM as it simply adopts down-sampling of negative
samples. We modify the loss function to solve this
problem.

Considering the drawbacks of WLNM, we proposed our
DCNN deep learning model in the next section.

D. DCNN DEEP LEARNING MODEL
Spatial topology is an important structure feature in complex
networks. The efficient solution of link reliability prediction
problem is to use deep learning model to learn the unique
connection patterns of links in different complex networks.
When provided limit information (training set),predicting the
possibility of links between the node pairs that do not have a
reliable link at the present is of vital importance. The general

fully-connected neural network is not sensitive to data with
spatial displacement, which is mainly due to its limited ability
of extracting local spatial features [35]. If the number of
subgraph nodes is large, fully-connected neural networks will
also bring about the problem of dimension explosion, result-
ing in poor robustness. Hence, the fully-connected neural
network is not suitable to perform topology learning tasks in
complex networks.

CNN has excellent ability of extracting spatial and abstract
features in the field of computer vision, characterized by shar-
ing weights. Inspired by the multimodal analysis in the field
of MRI medical image processing [36], we designed a Dual
Convolutional Neural Network for link reliability prediction
task, which can extract and fuse the features of two differ-
ent inputs of the same sample. Compared with single input
source, we found DCNN can learn more comprehensive pat-
tern of the target link. More specifically, the proposed DCNN
model consists of independent 2-branch convolution layers,
pooling layers, feature fusion layer, and logistic regression
layer, then we can get the numerical existence possibility of
the target link in the output layer.

The framework of DCNN is shown in Fig. 2, in which
K ∗ K ∗ 1 denotes length ∗ width ∗ channels of an input
sample, and K is also the number of nodes in the subgraph
G (VK ). As for convolution kernels, 3 ∗ 3 ∗ n is defined as the
length ∗ width ∗ the number of kernels. The upper branch
accepts the similarity matrix of sampled link as the input,
and the spectrum eigenvector matrix of the same subgraph
generated by the target link will be inputted to the lower
branch.

The element 0 in the similarity matrix has true physical
meaning, implying that there is no link between node pairs
or the link reliability is pretty low. Therefore, the boundary
padding method of the convolution layers in the upper branch
is set as None Zero Padding. As for the pooling layers and
convolution layers in the lower branch, Zero Padding strategy
is adopted. In the feature fusion layer, two dense layers will
be concatenated.

DCNN model takes sigmoid function as the activation
function in the output layer, shown as (3).We adopt the binary
cross entropy function as the loss function, shown as (4),
where y(i) is the label of the ith sample. If there is a link
between two nodes, then y(i) = 1, otherwise y(i) = 0. And ŷ(i)

is the predicted value of the model for the ith sample, forming
the Logistic Regression in the output layer.

sigmoid (z) =
1

1+ e−z
(3)

loss = −
N∑
i=1

y(i)logŷ(i) + (1− y(i))log(1− ŷ(i)) (4)

Batch training is adopted during the training process, and
batch size is determined for different datasets, which is set
as 0.1

∣∣ET ∣∣.
Particularly, due to the unique characteristics of complex

network links, the number of existing links is far less than that
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FIGURE 2. Link feature mining based on DCNN deep learning model. DCNN model has 2 branches, and each branch accepts an input from the
same sample and merges its feature maps before the Logistics Regression output layer in order to learn a more comprehensive pattern of the
sampled link.

of non-existing ones, resulting that the number of negative
samples is higher than that of positive samples. Therefore,
when training the DCNN model, it is necessary to modify
the loss function and adjust sample space. When facing the
problem of uneven samples, it can be solved from two aspects.
One is to change the sample space, the other is to modify the
classifier [24], such as down-sampling, up-sampling, or mod-
ifying the loss function. We can also change the threshold of
the classifier in the problem of binary classification. In this
paper, down-sampling of negative samples and modifying
loss function are combined to solve the problem of uneven
samples in the link reliability prediction task.

A complex network G (V ,E), composed of N nodes, has
C2
N = N (N − 1) /2 possible links in total, but the number

of links that exist is lower than C2
N . The training time of deep

learning model can be reduced by down-sampling of negative
samples, inevitably resulting in the situation that the pattern
model learned is incomprehensive. Furthermore, adding vir-
tual positive samples is infeasible. Hence, we reduce the num-
ber of negative samples to three times the number of positive
samples in the training sets by random down-sampling. Then,
the loss function is modified to increase the loss and penalty
for positive samples, which should hold a small proportion
in training sets. Equation (5) denotes the modified loss func-
tion, where ω(i) is the penalty parameter, determined by the
composition of sample space, i.e., the proportion of positive
and negative samples. By combining the down-sampling with
the modified loss function, our model can attach more impor-
tance to the positive samples, and the sample space can be
balanced accordingly.

loss = −
N∑
i=1

ω(i)
[
y(i)logŷ(i) + (1− y(i))log(1− ŷ(i))

]
(5)

In order to avoid overfitting, we add a regularization item
to the loss function, which is composed of the F-norm of

convolution kernel weights Wk and L2-norm of weights Wl
for fully-connected layer, shown in (6).

Lreg = ‖Wl‖2 +
∑

k∈ kernels

‖Wk‖
2
F (6)

The final loss function is defined as (7), where β is the
importance of regularization item determined in the training
process.

L = βLreg + loss (7)

To minimize the loss function (7), Root Mean Square
Prop (RMSProp) optimizer is used to train the proposed
DCNN model, thus making gradient fluctuation of the loss
function smaller and achieving faster convergence [38]. The
proposed DCNN model requires two different inputs from
a sample at the same time. Section II-C gives the process
of subgraph extraction and labeling, which can generate a
subgraph G (VK ) centered on the target link. However, if the
adjacency matrix Aij of subgraph G (VK ) is directly used as
the input, the learning process of DCNN will be terminated
soon caused by the sparse property ofAij. Moreover, the adja-
cency matrix Aij contains only the first-order neighbor infor-
mation between nodes, which provides limited information.
As a result, DCNN may not learn the comprehensive pattern
of the subgraph generated by the target link. In addition,
direct connection information of the target link should not
be provided to DCNN. Therefore, we propose a reasonable
way based on radial basis function to construct the main
input Sij of DCNN, namely the similarity matrix of subgraph.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the detailed steps.

The similarity matrix constructed by Algorithm 2 does
not contain the direct connection information of the tar-
get link, and the input is normalized by radial basis func-
tion, which can map low-dimensional data that is linearly
non-separable into high-dimensional space [39] which is
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Algorithm 2 Constructing the Main Input of DCNN
Input: G(VK )
Output: Sij
1. Let d(1, 2) = d(2, 1) = M , where M � K .
2. Calculate the shortest path d (i, j) ,∀i, j ∈ VK/{1,2}

between node i and j. If there exists no path between i
and j, Let d (i, j) = inf .

3. Sij = exp{− d(i,j)2

2σ 2
}, σ denotes the radical width.

linearly separable. This operation can improve the classifi-
cation and representation ability of classifiers.

Compared with indexes such as the degree distribution,
clustering coefficient and the betweenness centrality [40],
Laplacian spectrum of complex networks is a more com-
prehensive measurement related to the network topological
structure [41]. In this paper, the matrix L′ij composed by
Laplacian eigenvectors of subgraphs is used as the auxiliary
input for DCNN model. The approach of constructing spec-
tral eigenvector matrix is given by Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Constructing the auxiliary input of DCNN
Input: G(VK )
Output: Laplacian spectrum matrix L′ij.
1. Construct adjacency matrix Aij of G(VK ), and Let A12 =

A21 = 0 to remove the connection information of the
target link.

2. Lij = D+(D−A), diagonal matrix Dii =
∑K

j=1 Aij. D
+ is

the pseudo-inverse of D.
3. Perform eigen decomposing on Lij. Sort its eigenvalues in

ascending order λ1, λ2, λ3 . . . λk .
4. L′ij = [η1, η2, η3 . . . ηk ], ηi is the eigenvector correspond-

ing to the sorted eigenvalue λi.

In the process of subgraph extraction, if the number of
neighbors in target link set is lower thanK , we need replenish
dummy nodes to unify the subgraph size. Accordingly, it will
cause the degree matrix D of the subgraph to become a
singular matrix. Therefore, in Algorithm 3, pseudo-inverse
of matrix D is used to solve the problem of calculating the
inversion for a singular matrix.

E. RESILIENT ROUTING MECHANISM
WSNs are the powerful and economical tool to establish
communication and perform the task of data transmission in
the unsupervised area which is beyond the reach of human.
The nodes in the networks could be exposed to various kinds
of threats, such as deliberate attack and node failures. In this
paper, the problem of resilient routing is defined as follows:
when given a network which has been attacked, a resilient
routing mechanism needs to be designed to eliminate the
impact of the attack and resume as much as possible.

Most of current routing mechanisms contain the process of
broadcasting to establish routing entries. Once the network is
attacked in the process of broadcasting, the path it forms may

no longer be the shortest one. Ourmotivation is to design such
a routing method that can reduce the impact of the incomplete
link information that is resulted from the attack in the period
of the broadcasting as much as possible.

Hence, we propose a resilient routing mechanism based on
the combination of current shortest path and link reliability
metric in the case of incomplete and/or unsafe link infor-
mation caused by malicious attack in sensor network. First,
the cost function of the data flowing between arbitrary node
pairs 〈i, j〉 is defined as follows:

Cost =
|D〈i, j〉|∏

k∈I p〈i, k〉p〈k, j〉
(8)

where |D〈i, j〉| is the distance of the currently shortest path
between node i and node j in sensor network, whose link
information may have been partially lost,

∏
k∈I p〈i, k〉p〈k, j〉

represents the product of the reliability of all single hop in
the selected shortest path I . If the link reliability prediction
model is not used, and only the currently known incomplete
link information is used, we can get

∏
k∈I p〈i, k〉p〈k, j〉 = 1.

Then the cost function value is equal to the length of the
selected path, and the above cost function degenerates to
the shortest path route. The following theorem proves the
feasibility of RRM-WLDCNN, which can efficiently abate
the cost function via using link prediction model.
Theorem: There exists a possible path, which is shorter

than the currently shortest path with certainty, and we can get
a smaller cost, by using the defined cost function (8)

Proof: Write |D〈i, j〉| := Z ,
∏

k∈I p〈i, k〉p〈k, j〉 := W ,
and adopt the natural logarithm of (8) without changing the
monotonicity of the original function.

THEN we can rewrite the cost function as

Cost = ln Z − lnW s.t. Z ∈ N+, W ≤ 1 (9)

Equation (8) is differentiable on its defined intervals, and
its partial derivative is continuous, then there exists its direc-
tional derivative.

Define direction vector El = (z− z0,w− 1) at arbitrary
point(z0, 1), where z0 denotes the hops of the current shortest
path and 1 is the product of the link reliability in each hop
between nodes i and j.

Then, we can get the directional derivative of (9) at
arbitrary point (z0, 1) as follows:

∂Cost

∂El
= grad Cost ·

El∥∥∥El∥∥∥
2

(10)

∂Cost

∂El
=
Z − z0W

ZW
∥∥∥El∥∥∥

2

(11)

s.t

{
0 < W ≤ 1
Z < z0

In (10), grad indicates the gradient of the cost function (9).
Because the minimum value of Z − z0W is less than zero
and its maximum value is greater than zero, we can derive
that there exists an interval to make the directional derivative
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∂Cost/∂El < 0, which means we can get a new path whose
cost is smaller than the current shortest path. Hence, we can
prove that there exist possible paths between i and j, which
has a smaller cost than the shortest path with certainty.

The above mathematical derivation for the directional
derivative of cost function proves that the transmission cost
can be reduced by using link-prediction-based routing mech-
anism under the premise of link information loss. Meanwhile,
it is proved that the link prediction model can be used in route
selection, considering that its cost function value less than
that of current known shortest path. It means the mechanism
can alleviate the influence that the attack brings and is energy-
efficient, thus prolonging the lifecycle of the network. This is
the core idea of our proposed mechanism. Our method can
be also called semi-static routing, because the ordinary nodes
in the network just need to use the routing entries and the
reliability matrix P distributed by the super node to perform
the transmission task. The super node will update the routing
entries and the reliability matrix in fixed intervals under
the assumption that the network topology will not change
too fast. Hence, the energy consumption and transmission
delay caused by incomplete link information can be greatly
reduced, thus ultimately enhancing the survivability of sensor
networks.

Algorithm 4 RRM-WLDCNN Routing Mechanism
Input: Source i, destination j, reliability matrix P, thresh-
old γ , waiting time τ
Output: Updated routing entry of nodes i, j
1. Query the current routing table of the starting point i, get

the shortest path Path〈i, j〉 to the destination j, and
prepare to start data transmission.

2. for each node k ∈ Path〈i, j〉 of each hop in the
transmission process do

3. Calculate the current cost C of transmitting to
destination directly.

4. if[1]Pkj > γ and C > length(Path〈i, j〉)
5. The information is transmitted to both the destination

j and the next hop in the initial shortest path.
6. else
7. The transmission will continue to the next hop of the

initial shortest path
8. end if[1]

9. if[2] the receiving confirmation is returned from j
within τ

10. Update the routing entry of nodes i and j according
to the path of data transmission.

11. end if[2]

12. end for

Algorithm 4 depicts the detailed RRM-WLDCNN routing
mechanism, and we set a reliability threshold γ to reduce the
huge invalid transmission. Before running the Algorithm 4,
the super node is needed for preprocessing, which consists
of building the current shortest path routing table of each
node,training the WL-DCNN deep learning model by using

the complete link-information dataset, and distributing the
calculated reliability matrix P which contains the link reli-
ability of all links to each normal node in the network.
The entire routing discovery and establishing phases is sum-
marized as follows:

1. The super node in the network first uses AODV routing
method to generate the shortest paths for all the nodes
to initialize the routing entries and exploits the network
topology feature to train the WL-DCNN model, cal-
culating a link reliability matrix P composed of each
links.

2. After establishing the routing table and the matrix P,
the routing table andmatrixPwill be distributed to each
node in the network.

3. Ordinary nodes in the network will use Algorithm 4 to
finish the data transmission task.

4. The super node will update the whole routing entries
and distribute it to other ordinary nodes at fixed
intervals

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the experiment results on the
link prediction model and the implementation for the rout-
ing algorithm with deep-learning-driven model validated by
public complex network datasets. Based on the experiments’
analysis results, we demonstrate the utility and performance
of the proposed RRM-WLDCNN routing algorithm.

TABLE 1. Statistical data of complex network datasets.

A. DATASETS
We selected 6 public complex network datasets to test the
performance of the proposed link prediction model, includ-
ing protein interaction network (Yeast), American power
grid (Power), neural networks of Caenorhabditis elegans
(C.elegans), Internet routers (Routers), net of scientists (NS),
and American political blogs (PB). The core topology statis-
tics of these complex networks are given in Table 1. The
selected six complex networks involve the field of biology,
physical topology network, and interpersonal relationship,
which are highly representative and valuable datasets in the
field of link prediction, and the size of these datasets range
from small to medium. 〈k〉 in Table 1 is defined as the aver-
age degree of networks. For each dataset in the experiment,
90% links which are randomly selected and all nodes in the
original network G(V ,E) are utilized to construct positive
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training samples by using the proposed Algorithm 2 and 3.
Then, we randomly select the links that do not exist in each
network to construct negative samples using the same meth-
ods, under the condition that the number of negative samples
is three times of the positive samples. Hence, we can get a
complete training set ET . The remaining 10% of the edges
in the network will be used to form the positive samples in
the validation set. There are n negative samples in validation
set, where n is determined by the number of independent
comparisons when calculating AUC. It should be noted that
there is no overlap among the negative samples between
training set and validation set. Consequently, the construction
of validation set EP is completed.

B. BASELINE METHODS AND PARAMETERS SETTING
There exist many baseline methods for link prediction.
In this paper, 9 classic baseline algorithms covering 5 main
research directions of link prediction in complex network
are selected for performance comparison with our proposed
model. They are CommonNeighbors (CN), Jaccard, Adamic-
Adar (AA), Preferential Attachment (PA), Local Naive Bayes
method-Common Neighbor (LBCN), Katz, Leicht-Holme-
Newman-II (LHN-II), Superposed RandomWalk (SRW), and
Weisfeiler-Lehman Neural Machine (WLNM). In WLNM
model, the number of subgraph nodes is unified to K = 10,
and the hidden layers consist of three fully connected neural
network with the activation functions being all ReLU (Rec-
tified Linear Unit). Besides, the number of neurons in each
hidden layer is set to [16], [32], [32] in WLNM model with
Softmax layer being the output.

TABLE 2. Parameters setting of benchmark methods.

Table 2 shows the specific parameter settings of baseline
algorithms using path similarity and random walk.

In the WL-DCNN model, the number of extraction sub-
graph nodes is K = 2〈k〉, where 〈k〉 denotes the average
degree of tested network. The value of K ensures that at least
the 1st order topological information of complex network
links can be learned via the model. Radial basis function
width is set as σ = 2. Themaximal training iterations is 1000,
and the early stopping condition is that the loss value keeps
the same in consecutive 30 times. Table 3 gives the detailed
hyper parameter settings of the DCNN.

C. EVALUATION METRICS
AUC (Area Under the receiver operating characteristic
Curve) [42] can be used to evaluate the overall performance of

TABLE 3. Hyper parameters setting.

link prediction algorithm, which is shown as (12). We repeat-
edly and independently calculate the Sxy of each link for n
times to compare the corresponding scores. Links should be
randomly and respectively chosen from EP and U/E . As a
result, there are n′ times that Sxy of links in EP is greater than
that of links in U/E , and n′′ times for the opposite circum-
stance. Based on the random guess in link prediction execu-
tion, AUC will converge to 0.5. When AUC is less than 0.5,
it shows that the algorithm is less effective than random guess.

AUC =
n′ + 0.5n′′

n
(12)

Precision =
m
L

(13)

RS =
1∣∣EP∣∣ ∑

i∈EP

RS i =
1∣∣EP∣∣ ∑

i∈EP

ri
|H |

(14)

In addition, Precision [43] and Ranking Score [44] can be
used to evaluate the implementation accuracy in link predic-
tion, which is defined as (13), i.e., the ratio of m to L, where
m indicates the number of edges in EP whose Sxy are in the
top-L.

Ranking Score (RS) focuses on the ranking of predicted
edges, shown as (14), where H = U − ET , ri is the ranking
of the target link, and |H | denotes the number of nodes in ET

D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ON LINK RELIABILITY
PREDICTION MODELS
In this section, we compare the WL-DCNN link reliabil-
ity prediction model with nine baseline methods. AUC and
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TABLE 4. The AUC results of WL-DCNN Model and nine benchmark link prediction methods.

precision are selected as evaluation metrics in the experi-
ments. The AUC results of baseline algorithms are derived
from the average of 100 independent experiments, so as to
minimize the accidental errors during the experiment. During
the calculation of AUC, the number of independent com-
parisons n is set to 10000. The AUC experimental results
of WL-DCNN are also taken from the average output from
100 independent experiments, whereas the deep learning
model being trained once. In each independent experiment
on WL-DCNN, the negative samples in the verification set
are generated by randomly resampling from the set of U/E
and inputting them into the model to obtain their Sxy, which
is used to calculate the final AUC.

The input part of WL-DCNN is completed by MATLAB
r2019a, and the deep learning model of DCNN is built
by KERAS with the following experimental environment:
AMD Ryzen R5 @ 3.5GHz × 4, 12G RAM, gtx1060 GPU,
6G VRAM.

1) COMPARISON OF THE LINK PREDICTION ALGORITHMS
The AUC results of all the algorithms are summarized
in Table 4, and the corresponding best results of each algo-
rithm in the data set have been marked in bold. It can be
seen from Table 4 that the proposed link prediction model,
i.e., WL-DCNN is superior to the nine baseline algorithms in
each dataset with AUC result improved up to 40%, especially
on Power and Routers, where algorithms perform poor due
to its complicated connection characteristics The improve-
ment effect of the proposed link prediction model on six
complex network data sets is shown in Fig. 3 calculated
by Table 4.

Table 4 also verifies that the traditional link prediction
algorithms, which are subjected to the unique topology char-
acteristics of different networks, are not applicable to all
kinds of complex network data sets. For example, for the
NS dataset, each benchmark algorithm performs quite well
in AUC results, which is under such the premise that the
neighborhood characteristic of interpersonal networks is sig-
nificantly marked and the neighborhood order is moderately
small. As for the Power dataset, the performance of tradi-
tional benchmark algorithms based on neighbor information
is poor, but the Katz, LHNII and other algorithms based on

FIGURE 3. AUC improvement visualization of WL-DCNN model based on
nine benchmark algorithms.

path information perform well. One of the main reasons is
that the Power depends on the local sophisticated dataset
has made it overwhelmingly vulnerable to link connection
characteristics, whereas the path-based algorithms such as
Katz can take the high-order neighbor into account. However,
on the C.elegans dataset, the performance of nine benchmark
algorithms is quite poor due to the complicated and large-
scale connection features of Caenorhabditis elegans neurons,
whereas the AUC value of the proposed WL-DCNN model
still achieves more than 90%. WL-DCNN model utilize at
least the first-order neighbor information of the target links in
general. In addition, the features of links in complex network
can be extracted by the proposed deep learning model with
the link connection pattern being efficiently learned. The
average AUC value of WL-DCNN model on six complex
network datasets exceeds 90%, and it can be concluded that
the WL-DCNN model can be taken as a more universal
model in solving the link prediction problem, and can be
more widely applied to various kinds of complex network
datasets.

Precision can also be used as a criterion to evaluate the
effectiveness and accuracy of the link prediction algorithms.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison in precision results between
the proposed model and eight benchmark algorithms.
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FIGURE 4. Experimental results of Precision compared with 8 benchmark algorithms. (a) Dataset: Yeast, L = 665; (b) Dataset: Power, L = 660; (c) Dataset:
C.elegans, L = 215; (d) Dataset: Routers, L = 1258; (e) Dataset: NS, L = 275; (f) Dataset: PB, L = 1672.

To calculate precision, L needs to be specified. In the exper-
iment, L is determined by the number of positive samples in
validation set NP. For each dataset, the algorithm with the
best result is marked in yellow. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that
the prediction results of WL-DCNN model outperforms the
heuristic benchmark algorithms among the six tested complex
network datasets, especially on C.elegans dataset, which can
be ascribed to the excellent link feature extraction ability of
our model. In the experiment on the NS dataset, except for PA
algorithm, all the algorithms have achieved excellent predic-
tion results, with precision value over 90%, which is due to
the key elements including neighbor property, small network
diameter, and uncomplicated connection characteristics of
NS network. Consequently, all algorithms can basically use
the low-order neighbor information to solve the link predic-
tion problem. Fig. 4(b), (e), (d) also illustrate that the PA link
prediction algorithm is exclusively suitable for the limited
and special datasets such as Routers whose connection fol-
lows man-made routing guidelines, namely, more fixed link
pattern.

The experimental results on 6 real world datasets in Table 4
and Fig. 4 demonstrate that WL-DCNN can adapt to multi-
type complex network datasets, and the prediction results is
better than heuristic link prediction methods. The reason is
that the proposed model can make full use of the topological
characteristics of complex networks, via extracting their link
connection features and spontaneously learning the topolog-
ical patterns of complex networks.

2) IMPACT OF K
For the subgraph G(VK ), K is the number of subgraph nodes,
and determines the neighbors’ order extracted from the target
link, which directly affects the topological features learned
from the target link. Therefore, the self-contrast analysis of
WL-DCNN is carried out under different K to determine the
influence of K on the proposed model.

TABLE 5. Setting of parameter K.

For the six complex network datasets in the experiment,
we set 9 different K centered on K = d2〈k〉e, where 〈k〉 is
the average degree of tested network, and d·e is the ceiling
operation, calculating the smallest integer that is greater than
the input. When 〈k〉 keeps in a very small range, K is set to
start from K = 2〈k〉. The specific settings of K is shown
in Table 5 where the underlined numbers denote the central
or the starting point of K .
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of AUC and Precision of the proposed model under different K; (a) Dataset: Yeast; (b) Dataset: Power; (c) Dataset: C.elegans;
(d) Dataset: Routers; (e) Dataset: NS; (f) Dataset: PB.

The experimental results of AUC value and Precision of
the proposed model under different K are shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that under the condition of
taking different K , there are similar trends between AUC
and Precision on all tested datasets. In other words, with the
increasing ofK , the link prediction ability of the model is cor-
respondingly enhanced. The above experimental results show
that the trade-off forK isK = 2〈k〉. Obviously, the increasing
of K can make the deep learning model extract more and
more comprehensive link features of complex network, so
the prediction effect will be enhanced. However, when K is
too large, the prediction ability of the model starts becoming
worse on all datasets. The reason is that in the process of sub-
graph extraction, not all graphs are fully-connected graphs.
If the number of neighbor nodes of the target link keeps
small, or the complex network itself is internally discon-
nected, our method should supplement virtual and isolated
nodes to complete subgraph construction so as to unify the
input size for deep learning model. A larger K will promote
the number of false-isolated nodes in samples, which leads
to redundant and misleading information fed into the subse-
quent deep learning model. Thus, prediction effect decreases
accordingly. Moderate increment of K can make WL-DCNN
achieve a better link prediction result, whereas increasing the
input dimension in deep learning model will lead to training
time being prolonged correspondingly. Furthermore, AUC
and Precision result of our model tend to be consistently
matched, which demonstrates the overall effect of our model
with relatively high accuracy and generality.

TABLE 6. Simulation parameters and environment.

E. EVALUATION OF RRM-WLDCNN
The routing algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R2019a.
The detailed simulation parameter settings and experimental
environment of wireless sensor network are shown in Table 6.

In the 100m × 100m simulation area, 100 normal sensor
network nodes are randomly deployed. Edge set E is gener-
ated according to the geographic location information. 10%
of E is used as the WL-DCNN test set EP. The remaining
edges and all nodes are used to generate the training set ET

with incomplete link information, which can be regarded as
a sensor network that has been attacked.

The final statistics of the simulated sensor network are
listed as follows: |E| is 364, positive samples

∣∣ET ∣∣ is 328,
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FIGURE 6. Visualization of the sensor network topology in the
experiments.

∣∣EP∣∣ is 36, the network diameter is and the average degree
of |E| is 4. Visualization of the simulated sensor network is
shown as Fig. 6.

We use WL-DCNN model to extract, label and train the
subgraph of the divided network

∣∣ET ∣∣. The parameter settings
of the deep learning network model, i.e., DCNN, are the same
as shown in Section III-A, except that we need to set K = 32.
Finally, the input samples constructed by the unknown edge
set U − ET are fed into DCNN, and the numerical reliability
of links between each node pairs is obtained by forward
propagation, where U is the universal edge set of links in
sensor network. It is not necessary to use link prediction
model to calculate link reliability if the link already exists in
the training set. The corresponding reliability is 1 for positive
samples and 0 for negative ones. Accordingly, a complete link
reliability matrix P for arbitrary node pairs is constructed.

In order to minimize random errors, the experimental
results composed of the 4 indicators (the transmission delay,
the system residual energy state, the average routing length,
and the node failure curve) are all recorded as the average
value of 100 independent and repeated experiments under the
same sensor network topology, noting that DCNN only needs
to be trained once. In the experiment, we choose Failure-
Resilient Routing (FRR) [7], Secure and QoS Aware Routing
(SQR) [13], Flooding [3], and AODV [4] as the baseline
methods, then we simulate the scenario of network attacks by
disturbing the broadcasting process of nodes during routing
construction process. Specially, in order tomake comparisons
on the performance assessment between our model and the
tested baseline methods, some modification for the experi-
ment setting are needed. For SQR, which is also originated
fromAODV, the algorithmmay provide QoS routing and alle-
viate the impact brought by the misbehaving nodes. Hence,
we will use the sum of reliability score calculated by the
DCNN model for each node and ETT as a substitute for the
original metric Composite Routing Metric (CRM) presented
by A. Ahmed et al. The trust value of SQR is removed
because there are no malicious nodes in our experiment.
As for the experiment setting of FRR mechanism, there is a
natural transformation of application scenarios between IoT

networks and sensor networks, and we set T=5 for FRR
mechanism.

Fig. 7(a-d) illustrates the comparison on the transmission
delay, the energy consumption, the average path length of
transmission, and the state of system node failures between
RRM-WLDCNN (adopting link reliability prediction model)
and the tested routing baseline algorithms, i.e., FRR, SQR,
Flooding, and AODV. Fig. 7 reflects the influence of the
attack on the network, which is deployed to the network at
the 400th time epoch in each experiment.

In Fig.7 (a), comparedwith FRR, SQR andAODV, our pro-
posed method shows the minimum transmission delay except
for Flooding before the arrival of the attack, which can be
ascribed to the semi-static nature of ourmethodwith the super
node calculating routing entries and for the whole network
and providing reliability matrix P for each node at fixed inter-
vals. Once the attack started, the proposed RRM-WLDCNN
experienced the smallest change in the transmission delay
because our model exploits the link prediction model intro-
duced into RRM-WLDCNN to construct optimal transmis-
sion routes based on the cost function, thus mitigating the
impact of the incomplete link state caused by the attack. Since
AODV is a passive route, broadcast is required to establish
the new route for data transmission. If the link information is
incomplete, the resulting path of AODV will be lengthened,
which will lead to a significant increase in network trans-
mission delay and node energy consumption. In fact, it even
gets worse later due to the failures of nodes demonstrated
in Fig. 7 (a). The transmission delay results of SQR shows
that it has a higher delay than other methods whether or not
the attack is deployed, and a plausible explanation is that
SQR will construct the routing dynamically via calculating
themetric of each path which requires time resource. Besides,
it illustrates that SQR is vulnerable to this sort of deliberate
attack. FRR perform moderately because of its mechanism of
failure reaction which can update alternate route efficiently.
Flooding method gets the minimum delay before the attack at
the cost of huge energy consumption, and the robustness of
Flooding is quite excellent in the earlier stage of our experi-
ment depicted in Fig. 7(a). However, the transmission delay
dramatically increased over time because of large amounts of
node failures and the influence of the attack (simulated by
special link pruning operations).

Fig.7(b) and Fig.7(d) jointly demonstrate the high energy
efficiency of the proposed RRM-WLDCNN, which out-
performs the other algorithms. It explains that our link-
reliability-prediction based model can found a shortcut to the
destination in the transmission task, efficiently reduce node
energy consumption, and alleviate the influence caused by
incomplete link information. The proportion of dead nodes
in the network increases exponentially and the system resid-
ual energy decreases dramatically when adopting Flooding
routing method. Besides, the attack also leads to increased
node failures for AODV, SQR, and FRR, because the attack is
aimed deliberately at the broadcast process. There is a similar
trend towards the increase of energy consumption of the
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FIGURE 7. Comparisons between the baseline routing mechanisms and our proposed RRM-WLDCNN method. Black dotted line indicates
the time when we attack the simulated network; (a) Average System Transmission Delay of the 5 methods, (b) System residual energy of
the simulation network. (c) Average routing length of the 4 methods. (d) Node failures curve over time of the 5 routing methods.

5 routing methods which is resulted from the combination of
the node failures and the attacks. However, our model shows
its excellent resilience to the attacks with slight fluctuation in
energy consumption among the tested algorithms.

Fig.7(c) shows the average routing length of the 4 mecha-
nisms. The routing length result of Flooding is not recorded
and shown because the routing length will be always equal to
the current number of edges in the network when Flooding is
adopted as the routing strategy. Before the attack starts, there
is little difference on the routing length among the 4 rout-
ing mechanisms, whereas a significant differentiation can be
found after the attack. The average path length increases for
all the tested algorithms due to the node failures and the
malicious attack. However, the attack has the least impact
on the simulated network when RRM-WLDCNN is used as
the routing method that can make full use of the network
topology information and alleviate the impact of the attack.
Furthermore, this attack operation intends to lead the network
to constructing longer routes for nodes, which is caused by
the incomplete link information. Hence, FRR, AODV, SQR
perform relatively poor under this circumstance.

Through the experiment, it is validated that RRM-
WLDCNN is effective and feasible to integrate link pre-
diction into routing mechanism under the situation when
the network is under attack with links being damaged, thus
enhancing the survivability of sensor networks.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of resilient rout-
ing under dynamic network topology and network attacks.
We proposed a novel design which exploit link reliability to
improve network and routing resilience. We transformed the
link prediction problem into a trainable regression problem
with evolving and high-dimensional topology information
being processed simultaneously, which can be effectively
handled by the proposed WL-DCNN model. We developed
an efficient and effective approach of subgraph extraction
and graph labelling to train a novel CNN with two branches.
Specifically, WL-DCNN extracts and labels the subgraph
generated by target links, via introducing the similaritymatrix
and the Laplacian spectrum to construct the main input and
the auxiliary one for the deep learning model.
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Excellent results are obtained over six real complex net-
work datasets. Compared with 9 link prediction baseline
algorithms, the link prediction performance of the proposed
model is improved by 16% in average, and exceeds 40%
over the Routers dataset. The results demonstrated that the
model is feasible and effective in the link reliability predic-
tion of undirected-graphs based sensor networks. Meanwhile,
we made the feasibility proof of integrating link prediction
into resiliencemechanism, which can achieve lower transmis-
sion cost in the case of incomplete sensor network link infor-
mation. Experiment shows that the RRM-WLDCNN rooting
algorithm achieves good performance with the life cycle of
the sensor network extended significantly, thus enhancing the
network’s survivability and resilience.

In the future we are interested in applying the proposed
RRM-WLDCNN to improve the resilience of sensor network
with more flexibility, adjusting and extending the model to
more general complex network graphs, such as weighted,
directed, dynamic, and heterogeneous graphs. We will con-
tinue to optimize the performance of the RRM-WLDCNN
routing algorithm with anti-interference compatibility and
real-time processing ability for green routing in sensor
networks.

All data sets used in this paper, example python codes
of our proposed WL-DCNN model and the sensor network
topology information are available at [45].
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